METHODOLOGY – English Pronunciation

Watch the following video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4zGSKEef7c

The sentence that is pronounced is: ________________________________

The different phenomena that occur when you speak in English are:

1. _______
   Ex: In the word 'home', the 'o' is pronounced /əʊ/, as in 'no'.

2. _______
   a) _______ in _______ → pronouncing part of a word more strongly
      Ex: The word 'about' is pronounced 'a-BOUT'.
   b) _______ in _______ → pronouncing some words more strongly than others: the words that give information are stressed and the 'grammar words' are pronounced more quickly.

3. ____________ → pronouncing a word quickly and not very clearly
   Ex: The word 'at' is pronounced /æt/, not /æt/ as in 'cat'.
   The pronoun 'I' is pronounced /ə/ or /æ/, not /aɪ/ as in 'like'.

4. _______ → connecting one word to another
   Ex: 'home + 'at' = /ˈhəʊmət/  'at + 'about = /əʊtˈbɔːt/
   'home + 'at + 'about = /ˈhəʊmətəˌbɔːt/
   'about + 'ten = /ætˈbɛntən/  'teri + 'o’clock = /ˈtɛnəˌkloʊk/
   'home + 'at + 'about + 'teri + 'o’clock = /ˈhəʊmətəˌbɔːtˌtɛnəˌkloʊk/

5. ____________
   “If you don’t speak with the right ____________, you’ll sound ____________, ____________, or maybe even ____________.”
   Write down the sentence with the correct ____________:

6. ____________ → a word is pronounced differently depending on the words before/after
   Ex: In 'went back' /n/ changes to /m/ because of /b/.